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About This Game

Go Outside With Your Dog

Lovely Weather We're Having is a goal-free explorer game. It uses local weather data to simulate the weather conditions whe
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It is lovely weather we're having. Its a really awesome concept piece, I love the effort thats gone into it. Its just really chill and
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relaxing. One of my favourite games for environment for sure. Its like a painting, not super interactive but lovely to look at.. It's
like Poku00e9mon Go but without Poku00e9mon and without REALLY leaving the house. Took me eight minutes to see
everything. Buy it at 90% sale. Even better: Don't buy it.. It's like Poku00e9mon Go but without Poku00e9mon and without
REALLY leaving the house. Took me eight minutes to see everything. Buy it at 90% sale. Even better: Don't buy it.. This is a
beautiful, peaceful lazy-day simulator. You can watch the day and the seasons go by. Pros: you can go for a nice walk when
there's too much weather to go outside in the real world. Cons: I accidentally kicked my bike over a mountain and couldn't get it
back.. A very lovely experience.. Look, I love the premise of this game. I suspended my disbelief with the 'u' and the 'ur' in the
synopsis. It could have, after all, been from the heart. I get that it's only what it is. A decoration. Amusement. But it seems to
lack something of a thematic foundation. It's about going outside. So what? It's not obscure enough to qualify as intriguing
outsider art. The quirkiness is too forced to leave an impression of genuinity. The presentation is unpolished and the concept
feels like a stump.. I hate how the camera is always stuck behind you, and how close up the camera is. Also the game doesn't run
great considering how simple the visuals are.
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